Evolving with you
in mind

Overview

We are a Hong Kong-based, regionally focussed
and worldwide serving business jet operator,
providing our clients with a complete range of
premier business aviation services including:
>

Aircraft management

>

Aircraft maintenance

>

Aircraft charter and sales

>

Aircraft consultancy services
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Safety And Reliability Are
Key To Our Services

In terms of quality, we set the bar high at Metrojet.
Your peace of mind is very important to us and that is
why we place such a great emphasis on safety, reliability,
security and quality: all of which work hand in hand to
ensure that your aircraft remains airworthy and in optimum
condition, at all times.

In summary
>

Longest serving management company in Asia

>

First-in-region Safety Management System

>

Experience and professionalism

>

Safety, security, reliability and quality work

>

Meeting IS-BAO Stage 3 International Safety Standard

>

First 10-year IS-BAO standard operator in Asia
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At Metrojet, we place our unique experience, passion and
expertise to work for you — in the air and on the ground.
We strive to ensure the highest safety standards are maintained
at all times, and you receive truly holistic business jet solutions.

Metrojet

Asset Value Protection
Made Simple

Our on-going mission is to make aircraft ownership a safe and
enjoyable experience while maximising the residual value of your
aviation assets.
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“For Metrojet, your journey is as important
to us as your destination is to you.”

Professionally
Objective, Personally
There For You
At Metrojet, our approach to asset value protection takes into
account all aspects of business jet solutions.
Since we believe in providing the best possible levels of service,
our advice and tailor-made solutions may also include expertise
from our entrusted business partners.
Our consultancy services not only offer a personal touch and
one-stop-shop solutions, we also firmly believe that our clients
come first: in the air and on the ground.

In summary
>

Seamless holistic approach

>

Tailored business jet services

>

Personal consultancy

>

Absolute objectivity

>

Clients come first
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A Seamless Portfolio Of
Premier Business Services
What sets us apart at Metrojet is our 24 years of experience and
extensive package of services, tailored to your specific individual
needs. This includes aircraft management, aircraft maintenance,
and a full range of aircraft ancillary services.
Maintaining your aircraft is a vital part of who we are and what
we provide. We call it “asset value protection” because through
careful, expert servicing and operation of your aircraft, we ensure
that your asset remains in pristine condition, for when you wish to
sell or upgrade.

In summary
>

Extensive ground and inflight services

>

Asset value protection: taking care of your aircraft at all times

>

Tailored services: designed to meet your needs

The People Behind Your
Global Flight Solutions
Asset value protection is all about people, combined with a
premier aircraft management system. At Metrojet, people are our
best endorsement. Professional, expertise and teamwork are core
to our values. That is why our dedicated team of individuals is at
your service.
The quality of the people and organisations we work with is very
important to us. Excellent, long-term working relationships with
leading business partners and regulatory authorities are a vital
part of the services we provide.

In summary
>

People are key to our continued high-quality Asset Protection
Services

>

Expert maintenance and flight crew professionals

>

Established relationships with quality business partners and
regulatory authorities

>

Experience, expertise and dedication are a vital part of our
asset protection services
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“At Metrojet, we believe the future
starts today, not tomorrow.”

Established in 1997 and headquartered in Hong Kong, Metrojet
is part of the Kadoorie Group. Service and luxury are second
nature to us.

We Take Great Pride
In Our Heritage

Heliservices — also part of the Kadoorie Group — was founded
in 1978 to provide helicopter services to tourists, as well as
power and construction industries.
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Hong Kong Based.
Asia Focused.
Worldwide Reach.

Metrojet is a Hong Kong-based business jet operator. We are
located in Hong Kong SAR, China, Clark in the Philippines and
Singapore.
With the evolving needs and lifestyles of our clients in mind,
Metrojet will continue to invest in building partnerships, service
networks, as well as facility upgrades throughout the region and
worldwide.

In this fast-paced world, it is important to stay abreast of social
and technological developments.
At Metrojet, we pride ourselves on being versatile and forwardthinking. We constantly strive for excellence and are committed
not only to the future of Hong Kong and the Asia region, but also
to building a successful and sustainable business which continues
to invest in systems and facilities, while placing emphasis on
people, quality and asset value protection.
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Belief In Excellence.
Invest In The Future

HONG KONG, CHINA — Headquarter
Suite 1303-06, One Citygate, 20 Tat Tung Road, Tung Chung, Hong Kong
+852 2523 6407
CLARK, THE PHILIPPINES — Branch Office and MRO
Bldg. N7727, M.A. Roxas Highway, Clark Civil Aviation Complex, Clark Freeport Zone, Pampanga 2023
+63 (045) 499 3057
enquiry@metrojet.com | www.metrojet.com

